SEAL & Social-Awareness
SEAL, or Social-Emotional Artistic Learning is the practice of utilizing arts
integration strategies to teach social-emotional learning competencies.

What is Social-Awareness?
Social-Awareness brings us to the next level of SEL, refocusing us from just ourselves to
others as well.
According to CASEL.org, social-awareness is: The ability to take the perspective of and
empathize with others, including those from diverse backgrounds and cultures. The ability to
understand social and ethical norms for behavior and to recognize family, school, and
community resources and supports. These abilities include perspective-taking, empathy,
appreciating diversity and respect.
*SEL Competencies cited from CASEL.org

SEAL & Social-Awareness
Not only is art and the artistic process innately individualistic, giving us an opportunity to
explore and discover more about ourselves, it is also naturally collaborative. The arts
provide us an opportunity to work and interact with others and see new perspectives that
support and challenge our own. Not allowing students to participate in art activities
together and observe the art of others would be a mistake. Instead, SEAL activities give
students chances to grow as they interact with others in a myriad of ways, promoting
empathy, diversity and respect.
Let’s again look at the creative process. Artists may ask:
How do others experience the arts?
What do I think about another person’s work?
How do others create?
How do I interpret this? How does that compare to the artist’s purpose?
How do others interpret my creation?
How can I connect my work to others’ work?
How is art used to communicate to others?
Why does the artist choose to convey this message through this work?
What cultural, ethical or social influences are present in this work?
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Visual Art, Music & Social-Awareness
Appreciating Art & Music
Seeing someone else’s visual
artwork or listening to a
piece of music will often
elicit a gut reaction. That
reaction can differ in as
many ways as there are
pieces of art.
Think about how you feel
when you look at each of
these:
Senecio by Paul Klee

Does listening to this make you feel one way:
Beethoven's Fur Elise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zO_xjzHzHZ0

And this another?
John Cage - Sonata V (from Sonatas
and Interludes) - prepared piano
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jRHoKZRYBlY
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When we look at something visual or listen to music, it brings up emotions; some very subtle
and others quite significant. I can walk through a museum and skip over certain paintings until
just the right one catches my eye. I'll never forget the time I entered the room to
Michaelangelo’s David in the Accademia Gallery in Florence. What an amazing sight! Seeing the
magnificence of that statue after hearing about it for so long truly affected me!
Now this is a great example of self-awareness, but let’s take it a step further and consider
how this pertains to social-awareness.

From Self to Social Awareness
The people we see also elicit emotions from us by what they do, what they say and even how
they look. It’s our reaction to them that matters when we talk about social-awareness. This
is something we can practice as we learn about and appreciate art and music.
There are times when I see a painting that just simply “doesn’t do it for me,” but then I
consider the time and effort that went into such a piece and I can begin to appreciate it
more. I notice more of the details, consider the historical context of the piece, think about
who the artist is/was and try to figure out the message in the art work.
Think about the discussions you can have around a piece of art or music.
What details do you notice?
Who created this?
From what country, community and/or culture is this?
What was going on in history when this was created?
What was the artist trying to say through this piece of art?
What questions would you ask the artist or the art?
This is something we should be doing with the people around us as well!
Notice people! How do they act, talk, react, think, dress?
Consider the context of their family, community, culture and education.
Look for their talents.
Appreciate their challenges.
Ask them about their ideas and opinions.

Working to examine and understand a piece of art someone else has made
can certainly be an amazing SEAL activity to practice social-awareness.
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Creating Art & Music
Of course, we also need to consider the SEAL ideas of creating art and music as a means
to become more socially aware. Art and music are not only created by individuals, but also
collaboratively.
Consider a mural that is created within a community. Lizz Van Saun of Kast Hill Studio in
Hopkinton, NH is a teaching artist who loves to visit schools and help students create murals
that are then displayed in their community. Throughout the process, students are able to
work together. At times, of course there are discussions about what to do and who
should do what. Working through these situations is all part of the creative process that
naturally works on all the social-emotional competencies.
With music, composing and playing together allows you a chance to work through the
creative process with others as you take others' ideas into consideration and come out
with a finished product. One of my favorite music integrated projects I have done with
students is create the Erosion Blues.
In this process, students learn about the 12 bar blues as part of the music standard and
write scientific lyrics about erosion that fit an AAB form to complete the science and
language standards. But there is a third SEAL objective that is practiced as well: socialawareness. Students, through the creative process, had to work together to come up
with quality lyrics that fit a musical form.
There were some conflicts, some concerns and many compromises! All the while, in both
cases, students are building lasting relationships! (But more on that in another article.)

Learn More about SEAL in this FREE Workshop!

theinspiredclassroom.com/workshop
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Drama & Social-Awareness
Drama activities are the embodiment of social-awareness. With drama, you are given the
opportunity not only to consider another person’s perspective, but also to explore it in
their shoes.
Maybe you’ve heard of the Native American saying,

“To understand the man, you must first walk a mile in his moccasins.”

This is so true. And with drama focused SEAL activities, you can do this!
Character cards, where you are given a description of a certain character; or situation
cards, where you are given a realistic situation, can work on social-awareness. Students are
given a new identity and/or a situation to act out. This can be done with some planning where
students have time to create a skit or play around these characters and situations. They
can also be performed using improvisation where students must consider their character
and then react to others in the situation on the spot.
Another way to practice social-awareness, in particular empathy, through drama is by using
one of my favorite “in my back pocket” arts integration strategies: tableau. With tableau,
you can ask students to become a character without the potential fear of having to
perform with words. It also takes a very short amount of time.
One time I always integrate this SEAL activity into my
curriculum is when I’m teaching my students about immigration.
After a long study on the topic including immigrants’ passage
into America through Ellis Island, I ask students to become an
immigrant and perform different tableaux at various points in
their travels. To extend this, while they are frozen in their
pose, I ask them to tell what they are thinking in this moment.
This promotes perspective taking and empathy in a real way –
through drama!
You can find a more detailed lesson plan for this and other
SEAL activities at teachSEAL.com.
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Dance & Social-Awareness
Were you ever submitted to the good, old-fashioned partner dancing unit in PE? I actually
was not, but I see it in TV shows and movies often. And I’m glad to report that my own
students do this in their PE classes each spring.
Whether you like the idea of dancing with another person
during those awkward years of life or not, it does serve as
a great lesson in social-awareness. The question then
becomes: Does the PE teacher take the time to discuss
these concepts in detail? Now is the time to do just that!
With the new emphasis on SEAL, working with movement and
dance to practice social-awareness can be revived and
improved upon!
Dancing touches upon so many social norms:
How to look at someone
How to touch and interact appropriately
How to share and respect personal and general space
Smiling at someone
Appreciating and respecting others’ differences, talents
and challenges

The trick is to take the time and explicitly explain and instruct these
concepts to students. That way they aren’t just going through the
motions but are understanding some of the SEAL benefits as well.

Conclusion
Working collaboratively with others in a respectful manner does not come naturally for some.
So, creating opportunities for students to move together, create together and learn together
is very important. SEAL activities can be a vital part of this process because the arts
provide us with a natural way to practice social-awareness and explicitly teach the skills
needed to be successful with it.
Social-awareness is the preliminary step to building relationships, something else the arts can
naturally do. Head over the the next article and we'll take a look at that!
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